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Shunts and Inductors for Surge-Current Measurements 
By John H. Park 

The special requirements that mu st be fulfill ed b y a shunt intended to be used in surge

current measurements are explained. A tub ular shunt with coaxial poten tial leads that 

meets t hese requirements is described, and factors a ffecting its design are discussed . A 

theoretical derivat ion of the "skin effect" in t his type of shunt at high f requencies is given 

in one of t he appendices. 

The advantages of using a mu t ual inductor for obtaining oscillograms of the rate of 

change of curren t durin g a surge are ou tl i ned, and ~eve ral t ypes of mu t ual ind uctors de \'eloped 

especially for t his purpose are described. Theoretical derivations, given in t he appendi ces, 

indicat e that t he concent ric-t ube m ut ual inducLors described in this paper can be used to 

measnre t h e h igh -frequency compo nents of a current surge up to 70 megacycles with less 

than 10 percent error. 

Sevcral shunts and mut ual indu ctors of t he designs described in this paper \\"el'e con

structed for use in the high voltage laboratory at the National Bureau of Standards. Their 

comple te description and oscillograms showing resul ts obtained wi th thcm are includ ed. 

1. Introduction 

Surge-curren t generators are widely used in 
high-voltage laboratories to simulate the heavy 
curren t componen t of a ligh tnin g discharge . They 
are regularly employed in testing protective de
v ices that 'are intended to withstand ligh tning d is
charges and in determining the effects of heavy
current discharges on various materials and ap
paratus. In order to correlate the test resul ts 
obtained in. Vari01JS laboratories, i t is necessary 
to know the magnitude and wave-form of the surge 
curren t used in each test. 

A generally accepted method of measuring 
heavy-current surges is to insert a shunt in the 
discharge circuit and to apply thc voltage drop 
across this shunt, through a suitable cable, to the 
deflecting plates of a cathode-ray-oscillograph 
capable of recording the variation of this voltage 
with t ime. The over-all aceuracy of this method 
is dependent upon the three components llsed in 
the measurement: the cathode-ray-oscillograph, 
the cable, and the shunt . 

The development of the cathode-ray-oscillograph 
to its present state of efficacy has involved years 
of work of a large number of experimenters and 
theorists. At t he present time there are several 
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types of oscillographs having recording speeds and 
response accuracies sui table for surge measure
men ts. In general they may be classif1ed as (1) 
the h igh-voltage cold-cathode type with the re
cording f1lm inside th e vacuum chamber, (2) the 
hot-cathode type with the f1lm inside the vacuum 
chamber , and (3) the ho t-cathode sealed- tube type 
using a fluorescen t screen photographed by means 
of an external camera. Resul ts repor ted in the 
presen t paper were obtained using an oscillograph 
of the first type ; however, with sligh t modif1ca
t ions in design constan ts the apparatus to be 
described would be equally s ui table for use with 
other types of oscillographs. 

In order to facilitate safety precau tions and to 
allow one cathode-ray-oscillograph (eRO) to be 
used with anyone of several surge generators, the 
oscillograph is usually located at some distance 
from the surge generator and its poten tial divider 
and/or shunt and a cable (40 to 100 ft. long) is used 
to connect them to the deflecting plates of the 
oscillograph. The purpose of this cable is to 
reproduce the voltage drop across th e shunt, at 
the deflecting plates of the oscillograph withou t 
distortion , and it must not ul troduce oth er volt
ages by induction from nearby curren ts . The use 
of coaxial-type cables reduces inductive effects to 
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a minimum , and when CC>l1s tr1Jcted with insulating 
material of low diC'lectric loss, such as polyethyl
ene, coaxial cables are capable of traJJsmitting all 
components of a surge up to at least 100 mega
cycles/sec over the distances required without 
significant attenuation. The terminations of th e 
cable , at th e shun t alld at the osci llograph , are 
both important. 

Various types of shun ts have beeJl used for 
measuring h eavy-curren t surges [1,2 ,3)/ ancl long 
before surge generators were in general usc, the 
design of alternat ing curren t shunts to insure low 
residual inductance was given considerable at
tention [4 ,5) . Thus, the design of th e shun ts now 
in use at this laboratory for surge-current measure
ments is based on experience with shunts used for 
measuring large alternating currents as wC'l1 as 
on subsequent experiellce in the field of surge
curren t measuremell t. The presen t paper will 
discuss th e design of surge-current shu nts, describe 
those constructed , and indicate the results ob
t ained with them. 

This paper will also describe a new design of 
mutual inductor for measuring rate of change of 
current. Because it tends to magnify the high 
freq uency componen ts in curren t waves it has 
been useful in their measuremen t. 

II. Factors To Be Considered in the Design 
of a Shunt 

1. Choice of the Best Type 

]n choosing the best type of design for a shunt 
to be used in measuring surge currents th e three 
most important rcquirements are (1 ) th e effective 
impedance considered as a 4-terminal network 
must be constant over as grea t a range in fre
quen cy as possible, (2) inductive effects of parts 
of the current circui t, other than the shunt, upon 
the potential-lead circui t of the shunt should be 
a minimum, and (3) it must be possible to connect 
the sheath of the cable from the shun t to t.lw 
CRO, to ground at or near the sllUn t withou t in
troducing induced voltages in the Slllill t poten tial 
circuit (this is desirable to minimize the flow of 
ground currents in the sheath of the cable which 
migh t cause induced voltage at the CRO plates). 

In order to determine compliance with req uire
ment number one, the configura tion of th e shunt 

I :F'igUTCS in brackets i ndiCAt e the' lil C'raturc rrrercnc('s at till-' rnd of t his 

papr r. 
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should preferably be such that its inductance and 
skin effect can be computed for as great a range 
in Jreq uency as possible; otherwise the comparison 
of various types of shunts would req uire the actual 
construction of a large number with subsequen t 
experimental comparisons. Two general types 
lend themselves to computations: (a) the con
centric tubular and (b) the fl at strip. Illustra
tions of these, giving the methods of attaching 
potential leads, are shown in figure l. Ano ther 

c, 

c, 

( b) 

c, 

(c) 

FIG U R E I. - Three types of shunts whose inductance and skin 
effect can be computed. 

a , Co nce niric·Lu hc sh un t; h, fl at-strip shu nt. ; c, Oat str ip sh unt with pote n
tialleads arran ged to gi ve minimum ind uctance. 

type of shunt used by Bellaschi (1) in surge meas
urements consists of several twisted "hairpin" 
loops of resistance wire connected in parallel at 
the curren t terminals. This type of shun t has 
been found suitable for most surge-curren t meas
urements , but its inductance and skin efl"ect can
not be accurately computed from theoretica l 
form ulas. An approximate theoretical computa 
tion by Brownlee (2) indicates that the twisted 
loop shunt wo uld probably have a somewhat 
larger time constant than a flat s trip shunt. 
Theoretical formulas for compnting the induc
tance (assuming uniform distribution of current) 
and skin effect (for a limited frequ ency range) of 
the concentric tubular and flat strip shunts are 
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readily available. 2 3 As suggested by Silsbee 4 a 
s:,rip shunt with potential leads attached as shown 
in figure ], c, could be designed so as to have zero 
effective inductance by a suitable choice of values 
of 1\ and 12 • However , this arrangement of po
tential leads prevents the shunt from complying 
with requiremen t (3) above, as will be explained 
later, so it is not considered in the following com
parison of coaxial tubular vs. flat-strip s11 UD ts. 

To compare the constancy of efl·ect ive imped
ance as frequency changes, for the t ubular and 
flat-strip shunts, two typical designs of shunt were 
assumed and their inductance and skin effect 
computed from the formulas referred to above. 
A concentric tubular shun t (fi g. 1, a) in which the 
res istance material was a CuNi alloy (p = 22.9x10- 6 

ohm em) tubl' whose outside diametC'r was 0.25 in. 
and walllhiek)1ess wa 0.008 in. wa ch osen as one 
example bccause such a tube was readily avai lable 
for usc in constructing a shunL. For compa rison 
purposes a strip shunt was chosen whose thickn ess 
was the same as th e wall thickness of the tube, 
whose width was th e same as the circumfel"l'nce 
of the tube, and whosc separation between sl rips 
was taken Lo be 0.0 ] in. (Thr shunt length docs 
not affect these computations provided it is several 
times the largest transverse dimension.) The 
time constants foJ' the shunts as obtained using 
the theoretical formulas assuming uniform dis
tribution of current were (1) for tubular shun t 
L jR = - O.0365x10- 6 ; a,ncl (2 ) for strip shunt 
L jR = 0.218x10- 6• The skin ('fl't'cls at) = ] mega
cycle as obtained from formulas given by Silsbee 
were (1) for tubulal' shunt R /Rdc= 0.959; and (2) 
for the s t rip shunt R jRllc= 0.fJ55. It must be 
remembered that these resul ts do not give an 
accurate elraluation of the constancy of e{rective 
impedance at frequenci es over 1 megacycle, 
because at such frequencies the skin effect causes 
a nonuniform distribution of current density ovcr 
the thickness of the tube or strip , for which the 
theoretica l formulas used in the above computa
tion do not hold--no published theoretical formu
las good at these high frequencies were known to 
the author. However, the above results sho uld 
serve their purpose as a comparison betwe('n the 
two types of shunts . The tubula r shunt has a 
much lower t ime constant than the s trip shun t, 

'Sec p. 400 of referenc~ [4] for inductance of tu bular shunt. 
3 S~e p. 81 of reference [5] for inductance of a fl at·, trip shun t ; I). 86 [or ' kin 

e/Teet of Oat strip. and p. 91 for skin efIect of a tubular shunt. 
• Sec p. 81 of refe rence [5]. 
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which m eans that its reactance will be negligible 
oITer a higher frequency range. IThe skin effect 
at 1 megacycle appears to be the same for both 
shunts, but the formula used in obta ining the 
skin effect for the strip shunt negleets edge 
effeets that are known to considerably incl"casQ 5 

the sk:in effect at higher frequencies. Thus it. 
would appear that the tub ular shunt, as it has no 
edge effects, would have less change in effective 
res istance at the higher frequencies than the strip 
shunt. A decrease in bot h inductance and skin 
effect cOllld be obtained by using a thinner strip 
or a thinner walled tube, but this cannot be carried 
to ('xtremcs b('cause of the heal" capacity req uire
ments of the shunt, which will be discussed later; 
any ilnprovement made by t his means in the strip 
shun 1., could probably also be made in the tubular 
shunt, tho ugh possibly not to t.he samc' eXLCnt. 
TllU'; , it would appear that either a coaxial t ubular 
shun t or a fl at s trip shunt would saLisfy 1"l'qui re
ment (1 ) (s taLed above) , but tha t Ule t ubular 
ciepi:.:n would be preferable. 

As indicated above, the readily available t heo
retical form ulns are not capable of yielding the 
effective 4-terminal impedance of a strip or tubu lar 
shunt at frequencies of 1 megacycle or higher. 
Due to the axial symmetry of the tub ular shunt, 
it is possible to develop a tllCoretical formula for 
calculating the impedance of such a shunt , taking 
into accoun t the nonuniform distribution of cur
rent over the thickness of the tube (skin effect), 
which will hold for very high frequencies. The 
development of this theoretical formula (taken 
from hitherto unpublished notes of F . B . Silsbee) 
is given in appendix 1, and it permits the imped
ance of any tubu lar shunt to be compute(l for 
frequencies up to 109 01' lligher . The doYelop
ment of ft similar formula for strip shunts would 
be much more difficult because of the lack of axial 
symmetry. 

The inductive effects of current-carrying p~U' ts 

other than the shunt upon the potential lead cir
cuit of the shunt (requirement 2), arc dependen t 
lIpon two factors : (a ) the mutual inductance 
of the current cnrl'ying parts upon any loop in 
the po tential circuit of the shunt, and (b) the 
maximum rate of change of Cllrrent \\·ith time 
in the current-carrying part. 

The maximum r ate of change of current occurs 
on the front of the curren t wave, and it is some-

, See reference [5J. p. 86 and 87. 
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times taken to be the peak value of current divid ed 
by the time to peaJe. This is actually the average 
rate of change for the front of the wave, and any 
detail ed study of the front of a current surge re
quires a more accurate basis for obtaining the 
maximum rate of change of current. Theoretical
ly, the maximum rate of change of current for a 
capacitance discharging through an inductance 
and resistance occurs at the instant the circuit is 
closed and is equal to the vol tage, E, to which the 
condenser was charged divided by the inductance, 
L , in the discharge circuit. The total inductance 
of the discharge circuit of a surge-current generator 
can be as low as 2 .uh, and with a maximum voltage 
of 100 lev the maximum rate of change of current 
would be 5x101o amp per second. Such a rate of 
change of current in the main current circuit would 
induce 50 v in the poten tial circuit of the shunt if 
the mutual inductance, 111, between the two cir
cuits were 0.001 .uh. As a "pick-up loop" in the 
potential lead circuit of only 1 sq cm area, placed 
very close to a current-carrying part, may have a 
mutual inductance of 0.002 Mh (giving a peale in
duced voltage of 100 v), the extreme importance 
of minimizing mu tual inductance between the 
potential circuit of a shunt and all current-carrying 
parts becomes apparent. If the surge generator 
discharge circuit is fairly long so that its total in
ductance is more than 2.uh, the maximum rate of 
change of current will not be correspondingly re
duced, because the stray capacitance across the 
discharge circuit will in effect short out the added 
inductance at the instant the surge is being 
initiated. 

R eferring to figure 1, a, the potential circuit of 
a tubular shunt may be considered as an extension 
of the coaxial cable from the CRO, ending in a 
direct short circuit from the central conductor to 
the sheath. Due to the axial symmetry of this 
arrangement the mutual inductance between the 
potential circuit and. any current-carrying parts is 
the lowest obtainable. Even wh en the sheath of 
the cable is connected to ground and ground 
currents flow in the sheath of the cable and in the 
outer current return tube of the shunt itself, these 
ground currents will not induce voltage in the 
potential circuit of the shunt provided the density 
of such curren ts is symmetrical around the axis 
of the shunt. End effects or concentration of 
curren t along one sid e of the shunt axis can be 
largely eliminated by C'xte11ding the two current-
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carry ing tubes of the shunt several diameters 
beyond the end of the central conductor that 
serves as a potelltiallead. 

To reduce mutual inductance in the potentlt~. 

circuit of a strip shunt the potential leads ca,n be 
taken off the strip as a cen tral conductor and 
coaxial tube as shown in figurC' 1, b. There still 
remains the small loop formed by the resistance 
ribbon itself which is in the potential circuit of 
the shunt and offers the possibility of inductive 
pick-up from such curren ts as might flow in the 
sheath of the cable and one of the current leads 
up to the potential circuit. There is no way of 
separating the potential circuit from end effects 
arising from such currents in a strip shunt. 
Although a strip shunt could be built with very 
low inductive pick-up between its potential circui t 
and current-carrying parts, the t ubular shunt is 
the only design offering the possibility of en tirely 
eliminating such inductive effects. 

In order to understand the importance of being 
able to ground the sheath of the cable going from 
the shunt to the CRO at or near the shunt (re
quirement (3) above), it is necessary to consider 
the entire surge-current generator circuit. A 
schematic diagram of a surge-curren t generator is 
given in figure 2. The heavy lines show the path 
of the surge current from capacitor, C, through the 
tripping gap, test specimen, measuring shunt and 
the necessary connecting leads. No ground con
nections are necessary to complete the heavy
current discharge circuit, bu t this circuit is usually 
tied to the ground or the floor of the la boratory at 
some point between the low-voltage terminal of 
the capacitors and the test specimen in order to 
complete the charging circuit and to definitely fix 
the potentials of various parts of the discharge 
circuit with respect to ground. The self-in
ductance of the conductors forming the discharge 
circui t will depend upon their cross-section, length , 
and arrangement. Assuming the conductors to 
be of round cross section ?~ in. in diameter, their 
inductance is 0.01 p, h per em length for a return 
at a considerable distance. For the maximum rate 
of change of current 5 X 1010 amp per second, this 
means the maximum voltage difference between 
two points 1 cm apart on this discharge circuit is 
500 v. Thus, if the discharge circuit were grounded 
at point 9 in figure 2, a shunt located only 10 em 
from point 9 would be 5,000 v above ground as the 
discharge is initiated. This voltage will tend to 
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FIG U RE 2. lTTi1'ing diagmm oj surge-cun-ent generatoT show
ing method oj connecting shunts, their potential lead 
arrangement, and sevem l possible grou nd connections. 

m.ake current now in the sheath of the cable from 
th e shunt to t he ORO, through the ground con
nection at th e ORO and back to point g through 
th e laboratory gro un ding system. Due to the 
stray capacitance ( ('8 in flg. 2) from the lower ball 
of the tripping gap and p:u'ts of the discharge 
circui t to ground, this vol tage will be of a high 
frequency oscillatory type occurring just as thc 
main curre nt discharge is ini tiated and any cur
rents caused by it will induce voltages of the same 
character in any ci rcui t coupled with them . In 
order to minimize such inductive effects at the 
ORO it is necessary tha t the cable from the shunt 
to the ORO have i ts sheath grounded at or ncar 
th e shunt. In order to reduce the effect of stray 
capacitance (Os in fig. 2) it may be desirable to 
ground other points in the discharge circuit , such 
as g, in addition to the sheath of the cable. Thus, 
th e best type of shunt would be one which would 
allow any or all of these ground connections to be 
made and still have minimum pick-up du e to 
induced voltages from ground currents. 

In figure 2, all of the three types of shunts 
illustrated in figure 1 are represented as being 
connected in the discharge circuit of a smge 
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generator in order to help explain the effect of 
groun d currents on each . The ground CUl'r('nts 
most likely to cause inductive pick-up arc tllO e 
due to the high frequency oscillations arising 
from the stray capacitance, C., to ground. If a 
type 0 strip shunt were used , a consideration of 
th e various possible ground connections in addi tion 
to the cable sheath ground at the ORO, leads to 
the followin g conclusions: (1) a single adClitional 
ground con'nection to the cable sheath at c would 
no t be suitable, because then ground currents 
from Os would flow in one potential lead of the 
shunt and induce high voltages in the loop formed 
by the potent ial leads; (2) a single additional 
ground connection at g would still permit cable
sheath currents, which flow to ground at the 
C1-<O end of the cable, to flow through one of the 
shunt potential leads (actually this is better than 
no ground at g) ; (3) two additional grounds, one 
at g and one at c would introduce a combination 
of the two above effects without eliminating 
either ; (4) a s ingle additional ground at d would 
reduce the inductive effects of ground curren ts 
but would not eliminate them C'ntirely. 

Thus the lise of a shunt of this type would pre
clude the experimentally desirable fl exibility in 
location of ground connections. 

If a type 13 stl'ip shunt were used , the same con
clusions given for the ty pe 0 would hold excep t 
all inductive effects would be much less because, 
as may be seen from the diagram, the arrallgement 
of potential leads insures a 10\ver mutual induc
tance between the poten t ial circuit and current
carrying parts. 

If a tubular , type A , shun t were used the ground 
CUlTent for any combillation of ground connec
t ions wo uld be symmetrically distributed around 
th e axis of the coaxial potential circuit , thus, 
theoretically at least, eliminating any pick-up due 
to these ground currents. 

The above consideratiO'cls indicate that the co
axial tubular des ign is superior to other des igns 
in surge-cuI'l'ent measurement work because (1 ) i t 
should be more co nstan t in impedance over a wide 
range in frequen cy, (2) it can be constru cted to 
insure minimum inductive pick-up from current
carrying par ts of the surge generator, and (3) it 
offers the greatest freedom in location of ground 
connections at t he surge generator. In view of 
these advantages it was decided to investigate 
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theoretically as well as experimentally the ad
vantages and limitations of concentric tubular 
shunts for surge current measurements, realizing 
that some of the de rived relations would be appli
cable to strip-type shunts. 

2. Determination of Cross-Sectional Area 
and Length 

The cross-sectional area and length of a shllnt 
arc l'ela ted as follows: 

V = lA 
R = pl/A 

where V is the volume of the resistan ce material , l 
its etrective length , A the cross-sectional area, R 
the resistance, and p the volume resistiyity. 

Solving for A and l 

A = -Jit (1) 

l =-J~R (2) 

The resistivity, p, is a eOJlstanL of the shunt mate
rial, and it is well to choose a material havil1g as 
high a resis tivity as poss ible. The resistallce of 
the shunt is det('l'mined oy the maximum currcnt 
to be measured and the maximum voltage tha t 
can be recorded a t th e CRO. The volume of the 
shunt resistance mat.erial is fixed by the largest 
amount of energy that must be absorbed by it dur
ing a single discharge of the surge generator. A 
reasonable temperature rise of say 1000 0 allows 
a thermal input of 100 times the specific heat times 
the mass of the shunt material. For most metals 
the specific heat is about 0.1 and dellsity is 9, so in 
general the maximum allowable thermal input to 
the shunL would be 90 times V, in calories for V in 
cubic centimeters. The maximum energy fed in to 
the shunt during a single discharge is equal to th e 
energy initially stored in thc surge generator capac
itors (1/2 C E2), times the resistance of the shunt 
divided by the minimum effective resistance of the 
surge-generator circuit. As this minimum effec
tive resistance is usually at least twice that of thr 
shun t, the maximum shun t inpu t energy may be 
taken as 1/4 C E2. ,Vhen the volume of shunt 
material computed from this energy input is in
serted in the above eq ua tions, approximate values 
of l and A for the shunt arc determined . It is best 
to choose the thinnest wall tubing available having 
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approximately this cross-sectional area as the 
thinner the wall the slower the change in effec tive 
impedance as the frequency is increased (sec 
appendix 1). The limit on wall thinness is seL by 
magnetic stresses, to be discussed later. 

If for practical reasons the values actually chosen 
for l and A differ markedly from the approximate 
values computed from eq 1 and 2 (this will neces
sarily be tru e if Lhe preliminary value of l is too 
long for convenience or if tubing having approxi
mately th e estimated cross-sectional area is not 
available) the allowable energy inpu L should be 
computed for the chosen val~tes . This allowable 
energy input together with the resistance of the 
shunt and the maximum energy available from the 
surge generator O~ CE2 ) determine a minimum 
effective l'esistance for the surge-generator dis
cbarge circuit. Except in cases where an oscilla
tory discharge with extremely low damping is 
req uired, this minimum effective resistance will be 
exceeded. 

3. Forces on a Tubular Shunt 

When a heavy surge current is passed through 
a tube made of resistance material, it will be sub
i ected to forces from two sources : (l ) the action 
of the magnetic field produced by the current upon 
th e current itself and (2) the thermal expansion of 
the tube arising from its sudden change in tempera
ture when the current is applied. The magnetic 
force acts as a pressure from the outside tending' 
to collapse the tube. A formula for computing 
this pressure is derived in append ix 2. It depends 
upon th e square of tIle current through the tube 
and upon its cross-sectional dimensions. Except 
for extremely high CLll'rents most thin-wall tubes 
available for usc in a shunt would probably with
stand the pressure arising from the magnetic field; 
however, in the design of any shunt, and especially 
in the case of a shunt made with extra-thin-wall 
tubing, this pressure should be computed in order 
to make sure that the tube will not collapse. 

The sudden change in shunt temperature when 
the discha.rge occurs introduces a stress in the 
tube whose approximate value can be computed. 
As the shunt tube itself is macle of material having 
much higher resistivity than other current-carry
ing parts of the shunt and surge generator circui t, 
it will momentarily attain a higher temperature 
than its supporting parts during each current 
discharge. This sudden change in tempera,ture 
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tends to increase the length of the' t ube, but it 
occurs so fast the t ube docs not have t ime to 
expand, and the tube is momentarily pu t in com
pression. The maximum compressive stress may 
be computed from the strain (total temperature 
change 1', times cocfficien t of linear expansion, 0) 
and the stress-strfl in curve [or the shunt material. 
The tube will then behave somewlw t like a spring 
initially compressed and suddenly released; i. e., 
waves of stress will proceed along the tube, with 
the veloc ity of souad, beillg rcflcded at the enels 
and traveling bark as tensile stress . The nature 
and magnitude of tilese stresses could be computed 
for any given tube if thr rxact mflssrs ronnectecl 
to tllP two ends of the lubr were known; howevrr, 
the maximum stress would not be expected to 
greatly exceed Lbe initial romp1'essive sL1'ess that 
may easily br computedll s noted abovr. Assu m
ing the shunt maLrrial to be perfcrtly clastic and 
that it will not be stressed beyond its rlastie li mit, 
th(' maximum stress will be 

S = E1'o, 

where E is the modulus of elasticity for the shunt 
material. If a valu e for S is taken equal to Lbe 
maximum allowfLble strrss (jllst below yield point) 
for the ma terial beillg used, this equation give's all 
allowable temperature ri se for the shunt. Fol' 
most matel'ials this allowable temprmture rise 
is about 100° C. This value could probably be 
exceeded because of the high ductility of most 
resistance alloys; thus if a mi 11 im um resistal]('r is 
desired in the surge generator discharge circuit 
(maximum energy in the slumL) it would be ad
visable to determine the maximum allowable 
temperature ri se or e1wrl<Y input experimentally. 

This could be done by placing a snmple of tubing 
of the snme material and cross-sectional dimen
sions as the shunt tube in the discharge circuit of 
a surge-current generator. The energy absorbed 
by the sample may be computed by multiplying 
the energy initially stored in the capacitors (% 
o E 2) by the ratio of the resistance of the sample 
to the total effective resistance of the complete 
surge generator discharge circui t incl uding the 
sample tube. The total eIIective resistance of the 
surge generator can be deduced by using a shunt, 
whose resistance tube has a cross-sectional area at 
least five times that of the sample tube, in the 
discharge circuit and taking oscillograms of the 
discharge Cllrrent. From measurements of fre-
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quency ancllogari thmic decrement on these osci1-
lograms, the ind uctance and effective resistance of 
the complete surge-generator discharge circlli t can 
be computed. Thus, by starting with the urge 
generator capacitors charged to a fairly low vol
tage, E, and taking repeated discharges through 
the sample t ube at successively higher values of E 
the energy inpu t at which the tube is broh:en or 
deformed may be determined. The safe allowable 
temperature rise for a tube of this parti cular 
material and size can then be stated. 

The experimental procedure just described was 
carrieel out for a ~{6-in. diameter CuNi alloy tube 
\dlOse wall tllickness was 0.039 cm and length 33 
cm. No evidence of tube failure except discolom
tion clue to the high temperature was noted for 
energy inputs below 160 joules/centimeter (instan
taneo us tempemture rise of 400° C). However, after 
the first disc harge flt this energy input a slight bend 
in the tube wa s noted as though it were failing as a 
column in compression. After each cliscluuge of 
successively higber energy in pu t the bending was 
more pronollnced and after a discharge at 268 jf 
cm (670 ° C temperllture rise) in addition to the 
bending, decided crinkling llnd crushing \yere 
noted. The crushing was probably caused by 
magnetic forces acting at an instant when the 
tu be wa s weakened because of its high tempera
ture. These values of energy input e. ·ceed what 
might be considered a desirable design value. 

The safe design value sho uld be one that would 
not stress the tube beyond its elastic limit. This 
was determined in another experiment by measur
ing the length of the tube before and after each 
discharge. After two discharges, the energy input 
of each being equal to 60 j/cm (150° C tempera
ture rise), no permanent change in length was 
noted. For energy inputs of 100 jfcm (260° C 
temperature rise) or greater an increase in length 
of about 0.2 mm (0.6 percent) was noted after 
each discharge. Thus, it was eoncluded that the 
maximum allowable temperature rise for a shunt 
made of this material should be about 150° C. 
This is only slightly above the maximum value 
(133 ° C) compnted from the stress due to thermal 
expanSlOn. 

4. Inductance and Capacitance Between Current 
Terminals 

Because of the method of attaching potential 
len ds, the 4-terminal impedance of fL tubular shunt 
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is constant over a wide range of frequency. How
ever, at very high rates of change of current (high
frequency components of the surge), the distrib
uted capacitance and inductance of the current 
circuit will cause variations in the root-mean
square values of these high-frequency components 
along the length of th e shunt. That is , the in
stantaneous value of current along the length may 
differ from the value at the current terminals. 

This variation in the instantaneous value of 
current along the length of the shunt is, of course, 
entirely negligible at lower frequencies, but in 
order to determine the frequency at which this 
effect b ecomes appreciable a solution for the cur
rent and voltage along the length of the tube, 
assuming uniformly distributed inductance and 
capacitance only, was obtained (in a manner sim
ilar to that used in appendices 3 and 4) . The 
current at th e potential lead end of the shunt, 
I I, was found to be 

1, 
cos wl-JLC 

(4) 

where 
I c=current at current terminals; L = dis

tributcd inductance per unit length of 
shunt ; C= distributed capacitance per 
unit length of shunt; W= 27Tf (j in cycles 
per second); l = length of current circuit 
in cen timeters. 

For concentric tubes whose wall thickness is small 
compared to their diameter , the inductance and 
capacitance per unit length arc: 

L = 210g, b/a X IO - 9 henries (5) 

and 
0.555 

G= log, b/aXlO- 12 farads (6) 

where a is the outer diameter of the inner tube, 
and b is the inner diameter of the ou tel' tube. 
Multiplying eq 5 by eq G gives LC= 1.110 X 10- 21 . 

Thus the quantity ~LC in eq 4 is a constant , and 
the variation in current along the length of the 
tubes depends only upon the length, l , of the tubes 
and the frequency of the current being measured. 
For shunts up to 100 cm long, the maximum yaria
tion in current is less than 10 percent for frequen
cies up to 21.5 megacycles. 

The voltage betwe(,l1 the current terminals was 
found to be 
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(7) 

The magnitude of this voltage docs not affect the 
accuracy of the shunt, but it should be evaluated 
to indicate the insulation required between cur
rent terminals. For shunts up to 100 em long 
the quantity in the bracket of eq 7 reduces to 
unity (within 5 percen t) for frequencies up to 18 
megacycles. Thus this voltage may be taken as 
equal to jwLlI or LldJ/dt. The total inductance 
of the current circuit for any tubular shunt Ll , , 
may be computed from its dimensions hy usc of 
eq 5, and the rate of change of current dIjdt 
depends upon the particular surge generator being 
used and its discharge circuit. For a typical 
shunt, 100 em long, this inductance is about 
0.14 X 10- 6 henries, and for the maximum rate of 
change of current assllmed above (5 X 1010 amp/sec) 
the voltage between current terminals is 7,000 v. 

III. Description of Two Shunts 
There are two surge generators being used in 

this laboratory at the present time. One is a 
2,000 lev surge-voltage generator eapable of 
giving 30,000 amp on short circuit. The other is 
a 100 k:v lOp,} surge-current generator capable of 
discharging a maximum of 200 ,000 amp. It was 

T ABLE I.-Constants of two tubular shunts 

Shnnt A Shun t B 
----------------- -------1---------
Four-terminal rcsistance _____ _________ . __ 0.04 ohm _ _ _____ 0.0048 ohm 
Over·all lcngth _ ___ ________ __ ________ ___ __ 39 in _ _ _ _______ _ 3SH in . 

Length of resisiance tube ____________ ___ __ 26~1G i LL _______ 24H6 in. 
DJameter of out."iae tubc __ ___________ ____ }~ in ___ _ ______ 2 in. 
Diameter of resistance tuhe ______________ % ilL _________ _ 
Wall t hi ckness ofresist ancc tube ________ O.OOSin. (0.0203 

em ). 
Cross-sect ional a rea of resista nce t ube. _ _ _ 0.0392 sq cm _. __ 
Resistance tube matcriaL _______ _________ German silvcc _ 

Resistivity of res istance tube (micro-ohm 23.33 __________ _ 
em ) . 

R atio of a·c im pedance to d-c resista nce, 
at: 

1 in . 
0.0246 in. (0.06 

em). 
0.469 sq cm 
80% Cu, 20% 

Ni 
36.3 

/=0.25 megacycle ______ . _ ____________ 1.00_. __________ 0.98 
/=0.50 mcgacyclc ___ _____ . _ __ __ __ __ __ 1.00_ _ _ ___ _____ _ 0.92 
/= 1.0 megacyclrs __ . _________ ___ __ _ _ __ 0.99 _ _ _ _ __ _ _ ___ _ 0.76 
/=2.0 megacyclos _____________ . _____ __ 0.96 _ _ _ _ __ _____ _ 0.48 
/=5 .0 megacyoles __ __ ____________ . ____ 0.86 __ . ________ 0.15 

Allowable temperature rise-computed 
from stress due to thermal expansiol1 _ 133°C _ _ _ _______ 133°C 

Allowable energy inpuL _________________ 1320 jou les___ __ 14,500 joules 
Current limit due to ma gnetic forco ______ 87,600 a m p __ . __ 223,000 amp 
'J'otal indu ctance ofcurrentcircuiL _____ . 0.202 J1. h __ ______ 0.106J.l h 
Maxim um voltage drop at current ter-

min als-L di/ dl for di/dl=5xI0 10 amp/-
see._. _____ ___ ________ __ ____ ________ ____ 10,000 v 5,300 v 
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See table 1 Cor additional dimensions and other constants. 
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Lhough t thaL at least two shun ts would be needed , 
one for eUlTcn ts from 10,000 to 50,000 amp and 
one for CUl'rents from 50,000 to 200,000 amp . 
As the CRO was capable of giving sa tisfactory 
records over the range from 200 to 2,000 v when 
used wi th a suitable potential divider at the de
flecting plates, r esistance values of 0.04 and 0.005 
ohm were chosen for the two shunts that have been 
constructed. Cross -sectional drawings of the 
shunts are shown in figures 3 and 4. Theil' 
physical and compu ted constan ts arc given in 
table 1. The resistance tubes were selected from 
a small stock of readily available thin-wall tubes, 
because at the t ime it was not feasible to wait for 
s pecial tubes to be drawn . 

The ratios of a-c impedance to d-c resistance 
give n ill table 1 were computed from th e theoreti
cal formu lae derived in appendix l. At fre
quencies above 5 megacycles for the 0.04 ohm and 
1 megacycle for tbe 0.0048 ohm shunt , this ratio 
is considerably less than unity. This fact is of 
no great concern in tbe meaS Lll'ement of the present 
standard impulse-culTent test wave for which the 
fundamental-frequency componen t is of the orde!' 
of 100 kc 01' less; but the fact shoul not be over
looked that the magnit ude of higher-freq uency 
components, probably present in such test waves, 
may be considerably redu ced on a comparative 
basis. Other types of sh unts, as they have some 
inductive coupling between the ir potential-lead 
circuit and current-ca rrying parts of the discharge 
circuit, may give an indication of these higher 
frequency superposed currents. However, this 
indication will depend , not upon the resistance of 
the shunt, but upon Lhe unknown value of in
ductive coupling, and thus will give an elToneous 
idea of the ir magnitude. A method of accura tely 
determining the magnitude of high-Ireq uency 
components consists of using a mutual inductor, 
having a known value of coupling with the current 
circuit, in place of a shunt. Mutual inductor" 
have been constructed and arc used at this labo
ratory. They will be discussed in section IV. 

The allowable energy input for these shunts wa~ 
computed from the a.llowable tempera Lure rise (ob
ta.ined from the maximum tress due to Lhermal 
expansion) and the mass of each shunt (actual 
values are given in table 1) . These values arc use
ful in computing the minimum resistance that can 
be used in the discharge circui t of a surge generator 
withou t overheating these shunLs. As an example: 

Surge Current Shunts and Inductors 

The surge voltage generator in LIlis laboraLory 
requires the dissipation of 33,300 j for eacll dis
charge when charged to full-rated voltage. Thu , 
wh en shunt A is used wi th this generator, the total 
resistance of the discharge circuit must be at least 
33,300 divided by 1,320 tim es the shunt resis tance 
(0.04 ohm) or l.01 ohms. A similar computation 
for shunt B gives 0.107 ohm. As the minimum dis
charge resistance of this surge voltage generator is 
6 ohms, ei ther shunt may be used with allY dis
charge circuit. The surge-current generator in this 
laboratory req uires the dissipa tion of 50,000 joules 
when charged to full-rated voltage, thus the total 
r esistance of the discharge circuit must be at least 
l. 52 ohms if shun t A is to be used or 0.0165 ohm if 
shunt B is to be used. As the minimum discharge 
resistance of this surge-curren t generator is 0.03 
ohm, shun t B may be used with any discharge 
circuit , but shun t A should only be used when a 
resistance of at least l.5 ohms is added (a resistance 
of about thi value is nerd cd Lo give a criLieally 
damped discharge). 

The eUl'rent limi LaLions on these shun ts d ue Lo 
magnetic forces wer e est imated by the formula 
g iven in appendix 2. These limi ta tions are above 
the values of curren t expected to be used wi th 
these shunLs. The indu ctances of Lhe current cir
cuits of these shunLs were computed uy using the 
formula given in eq. 5. The voltage drops com
puted from Lhese indueLa nces and the maximum 
expeetcd rate of change of CLlITr nt indicate the 
desirabili ty of having adequaLe insulaLion betwecn 
the CUl'l'ent terminals to preven t fl ashover. 

IV. Mutual Inductors for Measuring Rates 
of Change of Current 

1. General Considerations 

For many experimen ts involving heavy-current 
surges, it is desirable to know the wave form of 
the rate of change of current, for example: (1) in 
studying the voltage induced in a circuit coupled 
with the heavy current discharge circuit and (2) 
in studying the voltage difference ari sing from 
inductance betwren two points on a conclurtor or a 
sys tem of conductors carrying the heavy-surge 
current. The rate of change of CUl'rent can be 
computed from an oscillogram of the curren t 
obtained by using a shun t, bu t this involvrs the 
inaccuracy of measur ing the slope of th e curren t 
wave at a number of points and plo t t.ing a c1lI've 
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from these measured values of slope. In addition, 
the high-frequency components of t he current 
wave form as they appear in the oscillogram ob
tained with a shunt may be highly distorted or 
attenuated and give an erroneous value of rate of 
change of current, cspecially at the point of 
maximum rate of change. A more accurate record 
of rate of chaoge of current can be obtained with 
much less effort by inserting the primary of a 
mutual inductor in the heavy-current discharge 
circuit in place of the shunt and connecting the 
secondary of this inductor to the cable to the ORO. 
The record obtained on the ORO is then equal to 
M di/dt. If M (the mutual inductance of the 
inductor) is known, an actual oscillogram of the 
rate of change of current is obtained. 

A mutual inductor, to bc considered satisfactory 
for this purpose, must fulfill the following re
quirements: (1) Its mutual inductance mus t be 
of suitable value to give the proper voltage at the 
ORO (from 500 to 2,000 in this case). For the 
expected rates of change of current (from 1 to 5 
times 10 10 amp per second) this amounts to about 
0.05/lh. This value of mutual inductance must be 
definite and should be computable from the 
physical dimensions of Lhe i11ductor. 

(2) The primary circu it of the inductor must be 
capable of carrying the heavy current dischargc 
and should add a minimum impedance to the 
discharge circuit. 

(3) The secondary circuit should have minimum 
coupling to all current carrying parts except the 
primary of the inductor. 

(4) The method of connecting the secondary 
circu it to the cable going to the ORO should be 
such tha t the sheath of this cable can be connected 
to groun d near the surge current generator without 
introducing coupling between ground currents 
in the shea th and the secondary circuit. 

(5) The secondary circuit should ha,-e a mini
mum solf-inducLancc. This may be expla ined 
as follows: The volLage to be measured at the 
ORO (}vI dI/dt) is impressed upon a circuit con
taining the self-inductance, L , of the secondary 
circuit and the surge impedance, R, of the cable 
to the ORO. It is the voltag<: across t he surge 
impedance, R, that is recorded at the ORO and its 
value is 
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1\11 dI/dt 

1+' ~L 
.J R 

(8) 

In order to have ECRO equal to M dI /dt for the high 
frequency components of I , it is apparent Lhat the 
self-inductance, L, of Lhe mutual inductor second
ary circuit should bo kept as low as possible. 
As L cannot be red uced to zero, tho highest 
frequoncy components of I are subject to a phase 
displacement and attenuation, the magnitudes of 
which can be computed from tho above equation 
for any assumed value of w= (27ff). 

A consideration of the various convention typos 
of mutual inductors leads to the conclusion that 
none of them wiII fulfill the abovo requirements 
satisfactorily. The most promising type appeared 
to be one consisting of a straight single conductor 
primary insulated from, and running through, tho 
central axis of a toroidal coil secondary of sufficient 
turns 1,0 provide adequate voltage at the ORO. 
It was thought that by introducing shields and 
connecting them to the primary circuit at an 
appropriate point with respoct to the ground 
conn ection, an inductor of thi'l typo might fulfill 
most of the requirements listed above. A pre
liminary design of an inductor of this type was 
carried out, but. tho self- inductance of its second
ary circuit had to be at least 2 /lh in oreier to give 
the desired valuo of mutual inductance. 'When 
this value of inductance and 50 ohms fOT the ORO 
cable surge impedance, H, aro inserted in eq. 8, 
it is found that the voltage at the ORO is only 

0.9 of lvf ~i for a frequency of 1.8 megacycles, for 

higher frequencies the attenuation would be much 
greater. Tho use of a mutual inductor of this 
type was, therefore, abandoned. 

2. Mutual Inductors of Special Design 

The first attempt to design a special mutual 
inductor to meet all of the req uiroments listed 
above resulted in the inductor shown in figure 5. 
The primary circuit is the straight length of No . 
10 copper wire (with the return ciTcuit at least 
2 ft away, its effect can be neglected). Tile 
secondary circuit consists of the "0" formed by 
part of the No. 10 wire and the No. 16 wire. This 
arrangement permits the magnetic flux linku1g tho 
secondary "0" to be computed as that due to an 
u1finitely long, straight conductor, neglecting the 
effect of the return lead. The self-inductance of 
the secondary circuit is that due to the single "0" 
loop and can also be computed from its dimensions. 
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An inductor of tbis design, wi th dimensions co r
responding to the scale ill fi gu 1'0 5 \\Oa consLru cted . 
Its mutual inductance was computed to be 0.0986 
Mil and th e self-inductance of i ts secondary circui t 
0.25 /lh. This valu e of self-inductance is con
siderably loss than that of the toroid al secondary 
circuit m entioned earlier, and as a consequence 
frequencies up to 15 megacycles will be recorded 
with only 10 percent r edll ction in magni tnrle. Th e 
secondary circuit is conn ected to the CRO cable 
by coaxiallcads, tIm no voltage will be indu ced 
in i t from ground CUl'l'Cnts flowing in the cable 
sheath. A mutual in du ctor of tll is Ly pe appears 
to fulfill the r equ irements of surge CUL'l'cnt testing 
fairly well . The one co nstru cted in this labont
tory has been of considerable value il l obtaining 
records of the rate of change of surge currents. 
Its outstanding ad van tage lies in simplicity of 
construction. 

The "D"-type mu tufl.l indu ctor has some draw
backs: (1) it is not completely unafl'ceted by 
magnetic field s produced by otli er current-carrying 
parts of the surge generator circui t and (2) th e 
self-inductance of its secondary circuit is about 
three times its mutual inductance (as a minimum 
it should be possible to make an inductor wbose 
self-indll ct[~ llCe is as low as its mut ual inductance) . 
Another mu tual ind uctor ha been designed in 
which th o secondary circuit co nsis ts of a t ube 
arranged coaxially with Lbe primary conductor in 
order to overcome the sm all (ldects inherent in 
t he "D"-type inductor. 

A type I coaxial tube mu t ual indu cLor is shown 
in figure 6. Tlibe A consti tutes the primary ci1'-
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cuit of t his inductor (the surge-cu rrent. retli l'lliead 
is again assumed to be located at least 24 i n. away 
so i ts effect can be neglected). The scco ndary 
circui t of this inductor consists of the followi ng 
parts: (1) tube, A, from a to b, (2) a radial ring 
soldered on its inside to and around tube A at b 
and soldered on i ts outside to and around the 
insid e of tu be, B , at c, (3) tube B from c to el, and 
(4) the four-wire radial" spider" connection from 
el on tube B , going through but insulated from 
tube, A , and soldered to the central condu ctor of 
the potel1tialleads atf. The secondary termilJals 
arc thu s at a and.! and are brough t out through 
the co nce ntric leads to the fitting for the CRO 
cable. H ow well this design of mutual inductor 
fulfill s each of the l'equircmen ts listed above may 
best be seen by consickring each requiremen t, as 
follows: (1) The muLual inducLance can be com
puted as thaL du e to Lhe magnetic nux produ ced 
by current ill a long straight co nciu cLor (tube A) 
in teg rated over the region ab c rl a between the 
tub('s. Th e m utual inductance thu s derived in 
terms of the tu be dimensions indiCll Led on fi gure 
6 is 

.1\.1= 2llog, ~ 10- 9 henry (for l in cm ). 
rJ 

Then' is a small correct ion Lo this valu e of in d uc
tance due Lo the thickness of tubes A and B, 
wllich can be compu ted by the me Lhod explain ed 
on page 397 of reference [4]. For 7'1 = 0.25 in . 
a lld 1'2= 1 in. , the length, l , of tu be B hould 
be nbout 7 in. to give a mutwd indu ctance of 
0.05 /lh . (2) B eca ll se of Lhe method of bring ing 
out the seco ndary circui t lead s ll sed in this design , 
tube A mll s t be at least 0.5 in . in diame ter , and it 
should be made of a good co ndu cLing ma (erial such 
as copper. The wall thickness o f this Lil be is 
r clatively unimpor tan t, and any ordinary thill 
wall copper tube can be used that is adequate to 
carry the heavy current discharge without damage. 
(3 ) The seco ndary circui t except fot' LIn' r illg and 
spider n1'e coaxial condu ctors llnd thus have mini
mum co upling to all currents not fl owing in Lhe 
indu ctor. Likewise the radial r ing alld spidel' 
conducto rs are symme t rical abo ut t hc' Ilxis which 
results in minimum coupling. (4) Also, because of 
the coaxial arrangement of the secondary circuit 
nnd leads to the ORO cable, a.ny groulld currents 
flowing in Lho cable sheath will h ave minimum 
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coupling with the secondary circuit and leads. 
(5) The self-inductance of the secondary circuit 
can be computed by the method explained on 
page 397 of rcferencp [4], and it is found to be 
equal to the mutuaJ inductancp except for a small 
term arising from the finite thickness of tube, B. 
The self-inductance of thp spider alone is less than 
0.005 Mh. Thus this cksign gives the minimum 
self-inductance that can be obtained in a straight
forward manner. 

An approximate value of the voltage impressed 
on the ORO cable can be obtained from eq. 8, but 
this equation neglects the capacitance between 
tube, A, and tube, B, and will not hold for the 
higher frequencies . A more accurate method for 
compu ting the value of this voltage is to consider 
the capacitance and inductance of the secondary 
circuit to be uniformly distributed along its 
length and solve for the voltage at the ORO end 
of this circuit by the methods normally used 
for circuits of uniformly distributed constants. 
This is done in appendL'C 3, and as shown there for 
a typical mutual inductor designed for surge
CLlrrent measurements, the voltage impressed on 
the eRO cable will be equal to M dIjdt (within 
10 p ercent) for all frequencies up to 65 mega
cycles/sec. 

The type I tubular mu tuaI inductor appears to 
satisfy the requirements for surge-current measure
ment ' quite well. One was constructed in this 
laboratory having the approximate dimensions 
indicated in figure 6. This type of inductor is 
entirely satisfactory if the surge-generator dis
charge circuit is fairly long and can be arranged so 
that the inductor forms the final part of the return 
lead to ground. In case the minimum length of 
discharge circuit is required, the length of t.his 
inductor may add an appreciable inductance to 
the discharge circuit and it may also not be 
feasible to keep the return lead 24 in. away from 
the axis of the inductor. For such cases, a 
slightly different design of tubular inductor (type 
II) as indicated in figure 7 is suggested. It is the 
same as the type I inductor except that a return 
circuit is provided for the current by a larger tube, 
coaxial with the sma ller tubes. This design brings 
the two current terminals close together and 
eliminates the problem of the location of the 
inductor with respect to other p9rts of the surge
generator circuit. It allows the inductor to be 
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used 11l a discharge circuit of mimmum length 
with the addition of the least possible inductance 
to the discharge circuit. The outer current re
turn tube of the type II inductor also acts as an 
electrostatic shield for its secondary circuit. 
Because of the distributed capacitance between 
the ou ter-current return tube and the coaxial 
secondary circuit tube, currents and voltages in 
the secondary circuit 'will not be the same for the 
type II inductor as for the type 1. Thus a com
putation of the voltage impressed on the ORO 
cable for a type II inductor must take into account 
the distributed capacitance and inductance of the 
circuit formed by the outer tube of the secondary 
circuit and the return current tube in addition to 
that of the secondary circuit itself. This is done 
in appendix 4, and while the results appear quite 
difl'erent from those obtained for the type I in
ductor in appendix 3, they indicate abou t the same 
upper limit in frequency (70 megacycles/sec). 

Each of the three types of mutual inductors 
described above should prove useful for surge
eUI'l'ent measurements . The" D" mutual induc
tor is very simple to construct and will measure 
superposed frequencies up to 15 megacycles/sec 
with less than 10 percent error. The tubular 
inductors are somewhat more complicated to con
struct bu t extend the frequency range to 70 
megacycles/sec. The type I tubular inductor is 
suitable when the surge-generator discharge patll 
is fairly long and the type II when a minimum 
length of discharge path is required. Inductors 
of both the "D "-type ancl the type I tubular 
have been constructed and proved very useful in 
this laboratory. 

v. Experimental Results 

The shunts and mutual inductors described 
above have been used in this laboratory for meas
uring current surges both hom a surge-voltage 
generator and a surge-current generator and for 
various arrangements of discharge circuits. The 
oscillograms in figure 8 are typical of the results 
obtained. They are records of the discharge cur
rent and rate of change of current for a sUJ'ge
current generator consisting of 40 I-Mf, 50-kv, 
capacitors connected in series-parallel so as to give 
a total capacitance of 10 Mf and a voltage rating 
of 100 kv. The discharge circuit consisted of a 
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a b 

c d 

FlO URE S.- CRO recQ1'ds oj a critically damped dis charge Jrom a surge-cun'ent (l eneTalor. 

a, Current wave-form obtai ned by use of tubular shunt, A . b, early part of current wavo-form on a faster e RO sweep. c, rate of change of current obtained 
by nse of the mutual inductor shown in fi gure G; d, early part of ra te of chan ge on a fas ter CRO swee p. 

three-ball triggering gap; a I-ohm resistor made 
up of 24 global' type B ceramic resistor uni ts, as
sembled in the form of a cage (to minimize in
ductance) having sets of two 12-in . units in series, 
connected in parallel so that this assembly was 
24 in. long; abou t 5 ft of copper busbar; and the 
shunt or mutual inductor. The total inductance 
of this generator and its diseharge circuit is 2.5 ,uh 
and the I-ohm resistor gives very close to cri tical 
damping. For the oscillograms shown in figure 
8 the generator was charged to 75 kv and gave a 
maximum discharge current of 55,000 amp, the 
maximum rate of change of current being 2.5xl0IO 
amp/sec 

The oscillogram in figure 8, a, shows the varia
tion of current with t ime for the entire surge. 
Figure 8, b, shows the i ni tialrise of the curren t on 
an expanded time scale (faster ORO sweep). 
Figure 8, c, shows the variation in the rate of 
change of current for thp entire surge, and figure 
8, d, shows the initial rate ot change of current 

Surge Current Shunts and Inductors 

using a faster sweep . The current records are 
quite smooth and just as anLicipated from t heory, 
as are the rate of change of current records 
except for the uperposed high-frequency oscilla
t ions occurring just as the urge is initiated. 
These superposed oscillations have a frequ ency of 
about 40 megacycles and are probably cau ed by 
stray capacitance across parts of the discharge cir
cuit, such as from one ball of the t ripping gap to 
ground. If this stray capacitance is across a sec
tion of the discharge circuit having an inductance 
of 2 ,uh, it would require only about 10 ,u,uf to pro
duce the 40 megacycle oscillations. It is practically 
impossible to eliminate such stray capacitances. 
In the discharge circuit used in obtaining the oscillo
grams of figure 8, stray capacitances were reduced 
to as low a value as possible. For discharge cir
cuits involving fairly large apparatus as a test 
specimen, stray capaci tances will be larger, result
ing in a superposed oscillation of lower frequency . 

The slight upward curvature on the' zero line 
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of oscillograms in figures 8, band 8, d at the start 
of the sweep is introduced by the oscillograph and 
should not be considered as part of the surge 
record. The source of this "hook" in the ORO 
zero line is a small horizontal deflection given to 
the beam by the N orin del' relay plates as vol tage 
is initially applied to them. This deflection 
slightly alters the ORO sweep rate at its beginning 
bu t should, by itself, introduce no vertical de
flection. However, since the focusing coil is 
located below the N orinder relay plates, this 
deflection puts the beam slightly off the axis of the 
focusing coil which then produces the small 
vertical deflection. 

The osciUograms in figure 8 illustrate the ad
vantages of using a mutual inductor in addition 
to a shunt when measurements of a current. surge 
are being made. The superposed oscillations can
not be detected on the current r ecord but can 
readily be seen ancl measured on the rate-of
change-of -curren t record. Their actual magni tudes 
in amperes can be computed from this record, and 
from measuremen ts' on the oscillogram of figure 
8, d they were found to have a maximum ampli
tude of about 25 amp. Oscillations of this 
magnitude would be almost impossible to detect 
on a current record even though the attenuation 
of the shunt for these higher frequencies did not 
mask them out. The rate of change of current 
records are also of great value in s tudying the 
effects of induced voltagE's arising from the 
current surge. They further provide an accurate 
measurement for the timp to maximum currE'nt 
(zE'ro rate of change) . 
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VII. Appendices 

1. Effective Impedance of a Tubular Shunt as a 
Function of Frequency 6 

Let the r adii of the inner and outer tubes be a, b, ai , and 
b' as indicated in figure 9. Ass uming Lhe tubes to be 
coaxial an d perfectly symmetrical about their axis the 
current density in either tube at a given radius, r, from 
the axis will be a constant for any given in stant, so let 

i,=current den sity in illner tube at radiu s r,+ if into 
paper 

i/ = current den sity in ou!er tube at radill ~ r, + if into 
paper 

FIGURE 9.-Cross-sectional view oj a tubular shunt. 

Then 

I = total instaneo us current in inner tube 

= ( a27ri rdr 
Jb ' 

JI = total in stantan eo us cU]'J'ent in outer tuue 

= 27ri Irdr f a' 

b' ' 

Also, let: 

e=emf drop per unit length of inner tube 
e'=emf drop per u nit length of outer tube 

Il, = magnetic field at T taken + if clockwise 
p= resistivity of inner tube material 

p' = resistivit.v of outer tube material 
T, = total maglletic f1ux outside of radiu s r 

(all permeabilities assumed = l ). 

KO'l'E. - The cgs magnetic system of ullits is used 
througho u t this derivation and all dimen sion s are in 
centimete rs. 

• '1'1* derivation is taken from hitherto unpublished notes of F. B. Siisbe('. 
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As all currents flow along lines parallel to the tube axis, 
e and e' are independent of 1', so 

. + 0<P, 
e= p~, Tt (9) 

, _ ,.,+0<1>,' 
e - p 1 , at (10) 

and 
oe = air +~ o<l>r = 0 
01' P or at 01' (11) 

oe' = I oi;+ ~ 0<1>;=0 
or p or at or (12) 

For the inner tube 

J,b 2Iz d + 2Il a', l b' 2(I + I;) d <l>r = - X Og - T X 
, x b a' X 

(13) 

where 

For r> b', 4>, = 0. Differentiating eq 13 with respect to r 

o<P, = _ 2Ir = _~ rr hi,Tdr 
or r r Ja (14) 

Similarly for the outer t ube, 

<1>'= r b' 2 (l+ I~) dx 
r Jr x (15) 

aile! 

-.! = - ---, = - - I + 21Ti;rdr = + - 21Ti;rdr o:P' 2(f+I') 2[ J·r ] 2J'b' 
A,· r r a' r r 

si nce I = - 21Ti;rdr J'b' 
a' 

Inserting eq 14 in eq 11 and eq 16 in eq 12, 

ai, 41T a JOT . d 
I' S-,. = p bt a 2,T r 

Differenliatin6 again with respect to r 

02i;+ oi; _ 4?T oi;_ O 
r or2 or 0 ' r at -

Surge Current Shunts and Inductors 
755528-47--2 

( 16) 

( 17 ) 

(1S) 

(19) 

(20) 

o. + .. 
~2,= .7wl , 

and eq 19 and 20 become 

(21) 

(22) 

}( . 41T . 41T 
where 2= - JW - and [('2= - JW I' the 

p p 
solution of 

eq 21 is 
(23) 

where Jo and No are Bessel's function s of order 0 and of 
t he first and second kind. Ct and C2 are cons tants of 
integration, Similarly the solution to eq 22 is 

i; = Zo' (K 'r) = C;Jo(I('r) + C~N~ (I('r) (24) 

The tota l current is 

JOb J' b I = 21T 0 i,rdl' = 21T a TZo( Kr)dr (25) 

and from th e general relation 

Jo 1 
xZo(ax) dx=~ XZ t(aX) (26) 

it follows that 

(27) 

Similarly 

I ' = ~; [b' Z ; (I{'b' ) - a' Z ; (1(' a'l 1 (2S) 

Likewise 

(29) 

l' = 2IT [ XZ 'C f{'x ) - a' Z' CK'al i ] 
r f{' t t , (30) 
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To obtain values fol' the ol>/s substit ute eq 29 and 30 in eq 13 and 15. For t he inner tube, a fter performin g the in
t egrations 

= 4 ... [ - Z ( T.( )Jb _ 4 ... aZ, (J{a ) I t + 2I I ~+ 4 ... [ - Z' ( T.(' )Jb' _ 4".a' Z ;(l('a ') I ~ 
ol>' ]{2 0 l' x , J{ og r og b ]('2 0 " x .' K' og a' 

For the ou ter tube 

"" = 211 ~+ 4 ... [ _ Z '( T.rt )Jb' _ 4 ... a' Z ;(l('a' ) I ~ "', og r J{' 2 0 A x . K' og r 

The voltage drop in the outer tube is 

After substituting and s implifying 

, ool>' 
e' = p'i +-'. 

r 01 

e' = p' F~~ log b' + [( 'a'Z ;(J{' a') log b' + Z~ ( J{'b') - log l' [2~~{+ J{'a 'Z;(l{' a') ] } 

Since e' i;< not a function of 1' , the coefficient of log r in eq 33 must vanish, this gives 

Z ;U{'a')= 2K ', I 
... a 

This is one relation fi xing the coefficients in Zo' . The other relation is in eq 28. Substituting eq 34 in eq 28 gives 

Z;(1('b' ) = 0. 

Voltage drop in inner t ube is , similarly 

Coefficient of terms involving r must be zero, therefore 

Put.ting eq 37 in eq 27 

Insertin g eq 37 and 34 in eq 36 gives 

e= pZo([(b) - 2ljw log .E,+ p' [Zo' ([('b' ) - Zo' ([(' a') J 
a 

The effective four-terminal impedance for a shun t with the potential lead inside the in ner tube is 

(31) 

(32) 

(33) 

(34) 

(35) 

(37) 

(38) 

(39) 
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From eq 31, 34 and 37 

°o~a =pZo(J(b) - pZo(Ka) + p' [Z~ ( K'b') - Z~ (l(' a') 1- 2jwT log ~ 

Subtracting eq 40 from 39 

o pZ/J(Ka) e-2it ipu = pZo(Ka) or z=--,-

From eq 24 and 34 

From eq 24 and 35 

From eq 23 and 37 

From eq 23 and 38 

Solving eq 42, 43, 44, and 45 for the coefficients 

From eq 23 

,,_ K'/ J ,(K'b') 
C2-2".a'~' 

C __ ](/ N1(Ka) 
1- 2".b D 

Using this and putting in values of CI and C2 from eq 46 and 47 eq 41 becomes 

Using the general relation 

eq 48 becomes 

z= pK [ No(Ka) J I(Ka) - NI(Ka) J o(Ka) ] 
2".b J I (Ka) NI (Kb) - J, (Kb) NI (Ka) 

Surge Current Shunts and Inductors 

(40) 

(41) 

(42) 

(43) 

(44) 

(45) 

(46) 

(47) 

(48) 

(49) 
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Using the following general relations 

JI(I(a) = .J7ri{a [ P I (Ka) sin (Ka -i) + QI (Ka) cos (Ka-i)J 

NI(Kb)=.J7rib [ - P I( Kb) COS(Kb -i) + QI( Kb) sin e Kb - i) ] ' 

letting b- a= d, and putting in t he following approximate values of PI and 01 

15 
PI (Ka ) = 1 + 128K'a2 

the denominator of eq 49 becomes, for K 2= - j m2 

.y2cJ)(l - j)7rJ [ ( , 15 )( , 15 ) + ' 9 J ' md(l ') + 
D.= m 1 1 + ) 128m2a2 1+ ) I 28m' b2 ) 64abm2 SIll..J2 - ) 

[ ( , 15 )( 3+ 3j ) ( , 15 )( 3+ 3j )J md ' l 
1+ ) 128m'a2 8mb'/2 - 1+ 3 128m2b2 8ma.y2 cos .../2 (1- ) r (50) 

Most of t he terms in side t he brackets in eq 50 are negligible if t h e frequ ency is much above 60 cycles per second. If 
f= I ,OOO cis, p~ 40, 000 (cgs units) , (b-a)~ O,06 cm, and b= a= 1 (approximately), t his equation simplifies to 

D .../2ab(l - j)7r , md (1 ') ,= m Sll1 .y2 -.7 

Letting .r;=8 and pu tting eq 51 back in eq 49 

(.51) 

=_~ [ (Sin 8 cosh 8+ cos 8 sinh 8) +j (cos 8 sinh 8- sin 8 cosh 8)J 
z 27rd.../ab (sin 8 cosh 8)2 + (cos 8 sinh 8)2 .. 

where 
p= resistivity of shunt material in cgs uni ts 
a = inner radius of shun t tube in cm 
b= outer radius of spread tube in cm 
d = th ickness of shunt-tube wall in cm 
w = 27r t imes t he frequency of the current t hrough the shunt. 
z= vector impedance of shunt for values of above quantities used. 
The d-c resistance of the tube in absohms, for d< b is 

and eq 52 becomes 

= R 8 [ (Sin 8 cosh 8+ C08 8 Rinh 8) + j (cos 8 sinh 8-sin 8 cosh 8) J 
Z de (sin 8 cosh 5)2 + (COS 5 sinh 5) 2 

Equation 54 is very nearly correct for any t hin-wall tube when the freq uency is above 1,000 cycles per second , 

(52) 

(53 ) 

(54 ) 
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F IGURE 10.--Curves showing ratios of a-c resistance R, reactance wL, and impedance Z, to d-c resistance Rdc , plotted as ordi
nates against the parameter, 15, as abscissa_ 

Abscissa scales in frequency arc also shown for two tubular shllnts. The solid-line cur ves were obtained from th e formula der ived in appendix 1. The 

dashed-line curves from formu las knowJl to be a pplica ble on ly at lower freq uencies_ 

For lower frequencies, the skin effect formula as given 
on page 91 of R esearch Paper TO_ 133 (see reference 5) is 

(5.5) 

The inductance at lower frequencies, where the current is 
assumed to be uniformly distributed as given on p_ 400 of 
Scientific Paper 8281 (see refercnce 4) is, in abhenries per 
centimeter, 

For d< < b this gives 

L=-..1:.. 
3a 

(56) 

Actual values of R/Rdco wL/Rdeo and Izi/Rdc as fun ctions 
of 15 are shown by the curves in figure 10_ The solid lines 
represent values obtained from eq 51 and the broken lines 
values from eq 55 and 56. For 15 < I , the broken and solid 
curves coincide, but for 15 > 1 the values obtained from eq 55 
and 56 exhibi t rapidly increasing errors as would he 
expected from the assumptions made in the. derivation of 
these equations_ 

Frequency scales are also given on these curvcs for the 
two shunts in use at this laboratory_ 

2 . Magnetic Force Due to Current in a Tube 
Referring to figure 9, the magnet.ic fi eld (JIr ) at any 

point r distance from the axis of the tube, where a< r> b, 
for a total current, I , in abamperes uniformly distributed 
over the cross section of the tube, is 

r2- a2 2J 
H' = b2 _ a2 -:r0 

Surge Current Shunts and Inductors 

The current density inside the metal of the tube is 

I 

The to tal current in the she ll of thickness dr is 

The total radial force (directed inward) on this shell of 
curreni'., clue to t he m agnctic ficld Hr is 

F,=i,H,. 

in dy ncs per centiuleter lcngth of t ube. The to tal force 
on the entire tube per ceutimetcr of length is 

lOb fb r2- a2 
F = a Fr= Ja (b2_ a2)2 4J2dr 

Performing the integration 

This force expressed as a pressure per square centimete:r is 

F 2[2 (b3 2a3) 
P=27rb = ... b(b2- a2)2 3 - a2b+3 ' 

which simplifies to 

2/2 [ 1 a ] 
P=37rb b+ a+(b + a)2 ' 

which is the pressure in dynes per square centimeter. 
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The collapsing pressure for thin-wall tubing as obtained 
from A. E. H. Dove's formula 7 is 

2E (t ')3 
P C= I - m2 l5 . 

E is t he modulus of elasticity a nd m is Poisso n's ratio for 
the t ube material ; t is the wall thickn ess of the tube ancl 
D is its diameter . If E is expressed in dynes per square 
centimeter, the collapsing pressure P c will also be in dynes 
per sq uare centimeter . Equating th is to the magnetically 
induced pressure du e to current, I , as obtained above 
and solving for I , we obtain the current in abamperes at 
which the tube will collapse 

1 - 1085 . 1 E (b- a)3(b+ a)2. 
- . 'V I - m2 b2(b+ 2a) 

3. Effective Inductance of a Type I Concentric
Tube Mutual Inductor as a Function of 
Frequency 

In a type I concentric-tube mutual inducto,', S llOWtl 

schematically in fi gure 11, the current, I , whose rate of 

FIGURE H .- Schematic drawing of a type I concentric tube 
mutual inductor. 

change is to be measu red, passes through th e inne r t ube 
and the return ci rcuit for this current is assumed to be 
far enough away (about 24 in .) so that its effect can be 
neglected. The secondary circui t of this mutual inductor 
consists of the length of the inner tube from a to b, the 
radial ring from b to c, th e au te l' tu be from c to d, and the 
four-wire "spider" from d to a. It is co nsidered to be 
completed by the resistance, R, which represents t he surge 
impedance of the cable to the CRO. Assuming that (1) all 
currents flowi ng in these tubes are uniformly dist r ibuted 
around t he central axis, (2) end effects may be neglected, 
and (3) shunting capacitance from the outer tube to out
side conductors may be neglected , differential eq ua tions 
can be wri tten giving th e relations of t he cu rren ts in the 
tubes to t he voltage difference bet \\'een the t ubes a t any 
longitudinal distance, x, from the end of the outer t ube. 
Using sy mbols defined as fo11 o\\'s : 

Ml = mu t ual inductance per centimeter length of t he inner 
tube, between it and the seco ndary circui L. Its 
value is ve ry nearly the same as t he self-inductance 
of t he secondary ci rcu it jf th e wall thickness of 
each t ube is smalL 

7 Taken from M arks' H andbook for Mechanical Engineeri'. Fourth Ed!· 
lion, p.450. 
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C1=capacitance per centimeter length between t he inner 
and outer t ubes, 

ez= the pote ntial difference between the inner and outer 
t ubes at the distance, x , from the end of the outer 
tube, 

i.=the current in t he outer tube at the distance x from 
the ene! of the outer tube. 

the differential equations are 

(57) 
and 

(58) 

The sol ution of these differential equations gives eq uations 
for iz and ez containing two arbitrary constants: 

e.= Kl sinh [wX.yCIl'111 + K 21 

iz= I +jKl~~, cosh [wx.yC1M1 + K ,] 

(59) 

(60) 

To obtain values for the arbitrary constants Ie and Ie , 
use relations at x= O and x = l. At x = O, ez = O and from 
eq 59 

As K l cannot be zero, K 2= 0. 
At x = l, ez = i1 R, and from eq 59 

i lR 

Putting values of K I and K 2 in eq 60 

atx=l 

. . i /R Ie;- -,
lz= I +J sinh wl.yCIM, V MI cosh wx.yC,il1 1 

(61 ) 

To get a relation between the voltage impressed on the 
CRO cable (il R) and the rate of change of the current 
being measured (dI/dt ), mUl tiply eq 61 by jwMll and take 
R out of the brackets 

ilR [ jw:11 +WMII-Jl~l tanh w~.yC'M]=jwM)I. 
As 1Y[tl=11f, the total mutual inductance, the above 

equation becomes 

In t his equation i /R is the voltage impressed on t he cable 
going to the CRO and thus is equal to t he voltage recordecl 
by the CRO. The value of M is constant and may be 
computed from the dimensions of the mu t ual inductor. 
The right -hand side of this equation is t he rate of change 
of t he current, I , being measured . The quantity in the 
brackets is uni ty for all bu t the higher frequencies. Thus, 
for most surge work the rate of change of the current bein g 
measured is obtained by dividing the voltage recorded at 
the CRO by t he constant M . In order to determine t he 
upper limit of frequency for which this relation holds, t he 
magnitude of the vector quantity in t he bracket must be 
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evaluated as a function of frcqu ency. When the hyper
bol ic tangent is replaced by t he first two te rms in its series 
expans ion the magnitude of t his quantity becomes : 

I + 2 (M, C,12+ M2). 
. w 3 2R2 

As shown by eq 5 and 6 in the main part of thi s paper , th e 
product M,C, = 1.11 X 10- 2' and is the same for any pair of 
coax ia l tubes provided they have thin walls . I is the 
length of the secondary circuit t ube in centimeters. }.If. is 
the total mut ual inductance of the inductor in henries and 
can be computed from its d imensions as already shown in 
the main part of this paper . R is the surge impedance in 
ohms of t he cable connected to the potential terminal s of 
the inductor and going to the CRO where it is terminated 
by a resistance equal to R. 

For the type I concentric-tube mu tual inducto r co n· 
struc ted and used at this laboratory 1= 17.8 cm and M = 
0.05).<h. The surge impedance of t he CRO cable, R , is 50 
ohms. For these particular values , t he magnitude of lhe 
quan t ity in the brackets of eq 62 varies with frequency as 
follows: 

I Freq uency 
1 _ ______________ _ 

c/sec. 
30 X 10 6 __ __ • ______ _ _ _ 

40 ____ ____ ____ ______ _ 
50 __________ _____ __ _ 
60 ______ _________ . __ _ 
70 _______________ __ _ 
80 ______ _ . ________ __ _ 

1. 02 
1. 038 

1. 06 
1. 086 

1. 1.1 7 

1. 15. 

For this example of a ty pe I concentric-tube mutual 
inductor, the rate of change of curren t as measured at the 
CRO will be correct to within 10 pe rcent for all frequencies 
up to about 65 megacycles. 

4 . Effective Inducta nce of a Type II Concentric
Tube Mutual Inductor a s a Function of 
Frequency 

In a type II concentric-tube mu tual inductor as shown 
sche matically in figure 12 the current, I, whose rate of 

1 • -

j c ' H ~ I·, ell I -:C, dx l~)l ... 

111 i I ~ I 
J' e, H: ;c,d'i 

I .-l.. .L _ f'- 111: 1 

I 
I 1 
1 1 
I I 
I I 

d 
I-i, 

liii; 
• R 

0 

I 

i 
,) 

To 
c 

eRO 
able 

FI G LIRE 12.- Schematic drawin(J oJ Ct type IT concentric tube 
mutual inductor 
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change is to be measured passes through t he inner tube 
(radius r,) and ret urns t hrough t he oute r tube (rad ius r3), 
Wit h t his a rrangement the cmrent terminals a re close 
together and the self-inductance of the primary curren t 
ci rcui t is fixed and qu ite s mall . The secondary ci rcuit of 
th is mutual inductor is t he same as that of the type I 
inductor. Making the same assumptions as stated in 
a ppendix 3, differential equations can be written givi ng 
the relat ions betwee n currents in the three t ubes a nd 
voltage differences between the tubes at any longi t udinal 
distance, x , from the end of the middle tube (radius r2). 
Using sy mbols defined as fo llows: 

M',= mu t ual inductance per centimeter lengt h of the 
inn er tube; between i t and the secondary 
circuit . T his is t he same as the self-inductance 
of the secondary circuit if the wall thickness 
of each tube is small, 

L 2 = self-inductance pel' cm of the circui t formed by 
t he middle and outer t ubes, 

C, = capacitance per cm between t he inner and 
middle t ubes, 

C2= capacitance pe r cm between the middle and 
outer t ubes, 

ex = Lhe potential difference between t he inner a nd 
middle t ubes at distance, x, from the end of the 
middle t ube, 

e; = the potential difference betwee n t he middle and 
outer tubes at distance, x, from the end of t he 
middle tube, 

ix=that part of the cu rrent flowin g at x in t he middle 
t ube whose return path is in the inner tube, 

i~= that part of t he curren t flow ing at x in t he middle 
tube whose ret urn path i in the ou te r tube, 

Lo= self-inductance of the circuit formed by t he inner 
and outer t ubes from a to f. The di fferential 
equations are 

(63) 

(64) 

(65) 

(66) 

The solu lions of eq 63 and 65 are 

ex = /(1 sinh [wx-VC1M, +/(21 
and 

(67) 

(6 ) 

The solutions of eq 64 and 66 are 

e~ = J{3 si n [wx -VL2C2+ ICl (69) 

i~ = J -j I\.3..J~ cos [wx·y'12c,+ /{.1, (70) 

The arbitrary conti tall ts K " ](2, /(3, and K. in the above 
equation s can be determin ed by using the terminal condi
t ions at x = O and x = l. 
At ;~ = O, ex = O, alld ix' = 0. So from eq 67 
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but 1(1 cannot be zero, therefore 1(2= O. Also, from eq 70 

0= I - j1(3.Jfj; cos 1(, 

At x = l:ex= R (il-il') and e/= R (il-i{) + jwLo(I -i/). 

So from eq 67, after putting in value of 1(2, 

giving 

'~2 I IC=-J - --C2 cos 1(, 

1( R (il-i l') 
1 sinh wZ-./C,M, 

Also. from eq 69, after putting in value of 1(, 

. fCz J-Y -
tan 1(, = - tan wl-./L2C2+ -I--!..-~'='C2=L= [R(il - i l') + jwLo(l - i1')J. 

cos wi" 2 2 

Using above values of 1(1 and 1(2 eq 68 at x = l gives 

i1= I + jR(il - i;) fMC, t I ~-./M c-. -V lanlw II 
Using above values of 1(3 and [(, eq 70 at x = l gives 

i;= I - { /CL + j LLCztanwl"'/L 2C2 [R(i l- i;)+jwLo(l-i;)] 
cos W" 2 2 V 2 

Subtracting eq 72 from eq 71 and assuming i; to be very small compared to I in the jw[,o term, a value for R 
voltage across the ORO cable, is obtained 

[Wl~ cos wl...;r;G2 ilf I ~Cz. I 'L C + . wMd . I 'L c] ~ - w' L SlI1 w -y 2 2 J ~ cos w -y 2 2 
(i1-i;)R tanh wI" M,C, . 2 =.iwMJlI 

1 + wLo 10 sin wl,,/L2C2 -y L2 

(7 1) 

(72) 

(i-i) , the 

For concentric-tubular construction, if the wall thickness of the tubes is neglected the product of capacitance and 
inductance per cm is a constant for any two tubes. So let .../ M,CJ =.../ L 2C2= a = 3.33 X 10- 11 • Also let MJ1 = M, the total 
mutual inductance, then t he above equation becomes 

[

Wal cos wal ICz . .will ] 
, tanh wal - wM -V y;;, Sill wal+rJ[ cos wal 

(il-i,) R - = jwMI 

/ l + wLo -.j~ sin wal 

By expanding the first term in the numerator of the quantity in the brackets in series form and neglecting higher 
order terms, the equation becomes 

(i, - i ;) R [1-(w~I)2 -wM ~E sin wal+jw~1 cos wal] 
= jwI 

M I~ 
1 + wLo 1j L; sin wal 

(73) 

This equation is similar to eq 62 of appendix 3 for a type I 
mutual inductor. Thus, to determine the upper limit of 
frequency for which a type II inductor can be used, the 
magnitude of the vector quantity ill the brackets of eq 73 
must be evaluated as a function of frequency. 

A type II mutual inductor having the following dimen
sions (see fig. 12): 

TI = 0.5in . 
T2 = 1.0 in . 
T3 = 2in. 
1= 7 in. 

distance from a to f = 2.5 in. 

is used as an example. By use of eq 5 and 6 in the main 
part of this paper values for Ml L2, C2, and [,0 may be 
computed from these dimensions. Then , assuming the 
ORO cable surge impedance, R, to be 50 ohms, the mag
nitude of the quantity in the bracket of eq 73 varies with 
frequency as fo llows: 
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Frequency 

c/sec 
10 X 106 ____ ________ _ _ 

30 ______ ____________ _ 
50 __________________ _ 
60 _________________ _ _ 
70 _____ _____________ _ 
80 ______ ____ ___ _____ _ 
90 ____ ____ ____ _____ _ _ 
100 _________ ____ ___ _ _ 

O. 998 
. 982 
. 952 
.932 
. 908 
.885 
.861 
.835 

For this example of a type II concentric-tube mutual 
inductor the rate of change of current as measured at the 
ORO will be correct to within 10 percent for all frequencies 
up to 70 megacycles. 

WASHINGTON, March 28,1947. 

Journal of Research 
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